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Abstract
Interface modification by inserting an ultrathin low-temperature GaN layer prior to the growth
of high-temperature GaN barriers followed by an annealing process was employed to improve
the properties of the InGaN/GaN quantum wells. By detailed studies and comparisons of the
surface morphology, photoluminescence and the surface compositions of the InGaN/GaN
quantum wells at different growth stages with and without the interface modification, we find
that with the interface modification the surface morphology was significantly improved with
better smoothness, and smaller and shallower pits of lower density compared with that without
interface modification; further, the indium aggregation and phase separation were suppressed.
The physical phenomena are attributed to the ‘strain pre-relief effect’ by the formation of
quasi-dots (∼20 nm in diameter) prior to temperature ramping and growth of high-temperature
GaN barriers. Furthermore, the ultrathin low-temperature GaN layers have a good protection
property as confirmed by PL and XPS measurements.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

While InGaN alloys have been widely and intensively
studied [1–3], and successfully applied in the fabrication
of short-wavelength light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser
diodes [4–7], the epitaxial growth of high-quality InGaN
materials required for high-brightness and reliable device
applications, especially for general solid-state lighting
applications [8–10], is still a big challenge. As common
features of the InGaN materials, InGaN alloy phenomena (e.g.
decomposition, indium aggregation, phase separation, etc)
and the related surface V-defects (pits) would become more
severe for high indium content InGaN, resulting in a significant
decrease in quantum efficiency. Additionally, the built-in strain
of the InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (MQWs) and the
polarization effects (quantum confined Stark effect) may also
cause a reduction of the quantum efficiency. The epitaxy of
layer structures with low threading dislocation density, good
interface states (structure, stoichiometry, roughness, strain,
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etc), and good control of layer thickness and doping has
become a prerequisite for commercial applications in high-
performance optoelectronic devices.

Great efforts have been made to improve the material
quality, and to enhance the indium incorporation efficiency
and quantum efficiency of green LEDs by the reduction of pit
density, increase of surface/interface qualities and suppressing
phase separation/aggregation of high indium content InGaN
materials [11–27]. As the indium-rich inclusions and the
related pits would cause loss of interface abruptness and reduce
the device quality, several techniques have been developed
towards suppression of embedded inclusions, e.g. with GaN
barrier growth either at an elevated temperature or in the
presence of hydrogen [28–32]. Recently, surface modification
of the GaN films has also been successfully applied for
improvement of the subsequently grown InGaN/GaN single
quantum well (SQW) [23]. Further, the surface/interface
properties (density of indium-rich InGaN nanostructures and
surface pits, surface roughness, etc) of the InGaN well layers
may also influence the growth behavior of the top GaN
barriers and the optical properties of the InGaN/GaN QWs.
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Figure 1. Layer structure of the interface-modified InGaN/GaN SQW on GaN templates.

For example, during the GaN barrier epitaxy the continuous
growth of the indium-rich clusters nucleated at the InGaN
surface/interface and the enlargement of the InGaN surface
pits would increase the pit density and further deteriorate
the surface/interface abruptness of the InGaN/GaN MQWs.
Accordingly, improvement of the InGaN-to-GaN interface
quality would be desirable for the subsequent growth of
InGaN/GaN MQWs and the device quality. Recently interface
modification by insertion of a low-temperature (LT) GaN layer
(about 3–5 nm) between the InGaN well and the GaN barrier
has been employed for suppressing the indium loss during
the temperature ramping and high-temperature (HT) growth of
GaN barriers [24–27].

In the present study, we employed an interface
modification technique by insertion of an ultrathin LT GaN
layer (about 5–8 Å) between the InGaN wells and the
GaN barriers for partial strain pre-relaxation followed by an
annealing process. An ultrathin LT GaN layer was employed to
avoid the generation of high-density defects during the growth
of ‘thick’ GaN layers at low temperature. The subsequent
annealing process was employed for reduction of newly formed
defects. By detailed investigation, comparison and analysis of
the surface morphology changes, photoluminescence and the
surface compositions of InGaN/GaN QWs at different growth
stages with and without the interface modification, we find that
with interface modification the indium separation/aggregation
was suppressed; the surface pit size, depth and density was
reduced; the surface smoothness was significantly improved;
and this is attributed to the ‘strain pre-relief effect’.

2. Experimental methods

The epitaxial growth of GaN films and InGaN/GaN QWs
was carried out by metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) on c-sapphire substrates. Trimethylgallium
(TMGa), trimethylindium and high-purity ammonia were used
as the source precursors and silane as the n-type dopant.
The layer structure is schematically drawn in figure 1. The
preparation procedure of the GaN films is briefly described
below [33]. Firstly the sapphire substrates were cleaned at
1060 ◦C and 100 Torr for 15 min in H2 ambient followed by
nitridation at 550 ◦C for 4 min. A conventional 25 nm LT GaN
nucleation layer was grown at 535 ◦C and 500 Torr followed by
an HT annealing process. The subsequent growth of ∼2 μm
thick GaN epilayers was carried out at 1035 ◦C and 100 Torr.

Table 1. Sample reference numbers and the growth conditions.

Interface modification Top GaN barrier
Sample
name

SQW or
MQW? LT GaN layers? Annealing? Yes or no?

A1 SQW No No No
A2 SQW No Yes No
A3 SQW No Yes, HT
B1 SQW Yes No No
B2 SQW Yes Yes No
B3 SQW Yes Yes, HT
B4 MQW Yes Yes, HT
C3 SQW Yes No Yes, LT

The GaN film surface was treated with droplet homoepitaxy
for improvement of the surface qualities [34].

The MOVPE of the InGaN/GaN QWs was carried out on
the GaN templates at different growth stages with and without
from-InGaN-to-GaN interface modification. The growth
conditions of the samples are briefly listed in table 1. For the
InGaN epilayers without top GaN barriers, samples with and
without annealing (∼827 ◦C, 60 s) were prepared for further
comparisons and in-depth analysis of the growth mechanism of
the InGaN/GaN SQWs. Without the InGaN-to-GaN interface
modification, the InGaN/GaN QWs samples were named as
‘A1’ for the bare InGaN epilayers without annealing and top
barriers, ‘A2’ for bare InGaN epilayers after annealing and
‘A3’ with top HT GaN barriers on ‘A2’. In comparison, with
the interface modification, the InGaN/GaN SQWs and MQWs
samples were named as ‘B1’ for bare InGaN SQW without
annealing and top barriers, ‘B2’ for the bare InGaN SQW after
annealing, ‘B3’ with top HT GaN barriers on ‘B2’ and ‘B4’ for
the InGaN/GaN MQWs. Another InGaN/GaN SQWs sample
(‘C3’) was also prepared under the same growth conditions
as that of sample ‘B3’ except for growth of the top barrier
at low temperature (742 ◦C) and without annealing during the
interface modification process. The other growth conditions
for the InGaN/GaN QWs remained the same for all samples.
The deposition temperature for the quantum wells and the
barriers was 742 ◦C and 827 ◦C, respectively. As to the InGaN-
to-GaN interface modification, an ultrathin LT GaN layer
(about 5–8 Å) was grown prior to the temperature ramping for
the growth of HT barrier layers for strain pre-relaxation and
suppressing the loss of indium composition, which is important
for the growth of high indium content InGaN necessary for
the fabrication of green/yellow LEDs. The annealing process
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Figure 2. The surface morphology of the InGaN SQW samples without interface modification and top GaN barriers (a) ‘A1’: before
annealing and (b) ‘A2’: after annealing. (c) The 300 K PL spectra of samples ‘A1’ and ‘A2’.

was employed for elimination/reduction of the indium-rich
inclusions and to enhance the two-dimensional (2D) growth of
GaN barriers. During the growth of MQWs nitrogen was used
as the carrier gas whereas hydrogen was used as the carrier gas
at the other growth stages.

The surface morphologies of the InGaN epilayers and
InGaN/GaN QWs were investigated by an atomic force
microscope (AFM, SPA400, Seiko Instruments Inc.). The
surface chemical compositions were analyzed by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI Quantum 2000) with
an Al Kα x-ray excitation source (hν = 1486.6 eV). The
photoluminescence (PL) excited by a 325 nm He–Cd laser was
measured at room temperature for the InGaN epilayers and the
InGaN/GaN MQWs.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2(a) shows the surface morphology (1.5 μm × 1.5 μm)
of the bare InGaN epilayers on the GaN templates (‘A1’).
The surface exhibits layer structure with a RMS roughness
of 0.7 nm. After annealing (sample ‘A2’), as shown in
figure 2(b), the surface morphology drastically changed. Lots
of surface pits and indium-rich nanoislands were formed on the
surface, caused by strain-induced phase separation and indium
segregation of the InGaN epilayers during the temperature
ramping and annealing at high temperature. The average
island size, height and density is about 110 nm, 1.1 nm and
6 × 108cm−2, respectively. The average size, depth and
density of pits is about 130 nm, 2.1 nm and 1 × 109 cm−2,
respectively. During each successive GaN barrier growth on
InGaN well layers, nucleation of new inclusions at the InGaN-
to-GaN interface and the continuous growth of previously
nucleated inclusions would suppress the barrier growth in a
two-dimensional (2D) growth mode and thus result in more
defective surfaces. In particular, for the surface characterized
as lots of large surface nanoislands and pits, the large and deep
surface pits would develop and populate during subsequent
growth of HT GaN barriers, progressively deteriorate the
surface morphology and form high-density surface pits, which
is deleterious for the growth of high-quality MQW structures
and fabrication of high-performance LEDs.

The 300 K PL spectra of samples ‘A1’ and ‘A2’ have also
been measured and shown in figure 2(c). In comparison with
the weak band-edge emission (BE) at 361 nm, strong QW
emission at 446 nm and 417 nm was observed for samples
‘A1’ and ‘A2’, respectively. A strong blueshift of the QW
emission by ∼30 nm was observed, indicating the significant
loss of the surface indium component. In addition to the
normal QW emission, a new peak at ∼550 nm was observed
for the annealed sample ‘A2’. The origin is likely related
to the annealing-induced formation of indium-rich InGaN
nanostructures, which will be further discussed later.

In figure 3(a) we show the surface morphology of sample
‘B1’—the InGaN epilayers covered by an ultrathin LT GaN
layer. Low-temperature growth employed for the ultrathin GaN
layers leads to a poor diffusion of Ga atoms which would
impede the 2D growth of GaN layers. Further, significant
strain would be induced for GaN growth on InGaN due to the
lattice mismatch between InN and GaN. As a result of strain
pre-relaxation, many nanoislands were newly formed on the
smooth surface with an RMS roughness of only 0.3 nm. The
island size, height and density is about 20 nm, 1.1 nm and
2 × 109 cm−2, respectively. Generally, strain relaxation would
proceed during annealing and growth of HT GaN barriers. In
our studies by deposition of the ultrathin LT GaN layers prior
to the annealing process and growth of HT GaN barriers, quasi-
dots were formed for strain pre-relaxation, which was expected
to significantly influence the subsequent growth behavior of
HT GaN barriers. As shown in figure 3(b), the commonly
observed annealing-induced phase separation of InGaN alloys
and formation of large and deep pits (see figure 2(b) for
sample ‘A2’) were greatly suppressed for sample ‘B2’. Small
and ‘thin’ surface nanoislands and pits of lower density were
observed. Accordingly, the subsequent 2D growth of the HT
GaN barrier would not be severely deteriorated due to the
absence of large surface pits and indium-rich inclusions. Small
indium-rich embedded inclusions were formed inside the pits
due to the preferential nucleation of indium-rich clusters under
the strain field of the dislocation core (figure 3(b)). The size,
height and density of the indium-rich inclusions are about
15 nm, 1.7 nm and 2 × 108 cm−2, respectively; the pit size,
depth and density were reduced to about 80 nm, 2.0 nm and
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Figure 3. The surface morphology of the interface-modified InGaN SQW samples without top GaN barriers (a) ‘B1’: before annealing; and
(b) ‘B2’: after annealing. (c) The 300 K PL spectra of samples ‘B1’ and ‘B2’.

7 × 108 cm−2, respectively; a typical layer structure was
clearly observed. The appearance of layer structure, absence of
indium-rich nanoislands and reduction of pit density definitely
indicated improvement of surface smoothness and InGaN/GaN
surface/interface qualities, which are highly desirable for the
growth of high-quality MQW structures and high-performance
LEDs.

Figure 3(c) shows the 300 K PL spectra of samples ‘B1’
and ‘B2’. In comparison with the very weak BE at 361 nm,
strong QW emission at about 465 (444) nm was observed
for sample ‘B1’ (‘B2’). After annealing the QW emission
was significantly enhanced by about five times, indicating the
improvement of surface/interface qualities and the formation
of effective surface quantum wells. Further, the ultrathin LT
GaN layers seemed to be able to prevent/reduce the loss of
indium composition as inferred from the smaller blueshift of
the QW emission (∼20 nm) than that of ‘A2’ (∼30 nm),
which will be further confirmed by XPS results. In addition
to the BE and QW emission, a greenish yellow peak was
observed at about 550 nm for samples ‘A2’, ‘B1’ and ‘B2’.
As we can see from the surface morphology of these samples
(see figures 2(b), 3(a) and (b)), a common feature is the
presence of indium-rich InGaN nanostructures. The energy
band structures, characterized as an InGaN/GaN SQW of a
high-energy bandgap and the indium-rich nanostructures of a
low-energy bandgap, are sketched in figure 4 for interpretation
of the double PL peaks corresponding to the normal QW blue
emission and the greenish yellow emission. Recently layer
structures composed of both InGaN/GaN QWs and indium-
rich InGaN nanostructures have been applied in fabrication
of cool-white phosphor-free white LEDs [35]. However, the
indium-rich InGaN nanostructures would probably increase the
pit density and deteriorate the surface smoothness necessary
for the subsequent growth of high-quality InGaN/GaN MQWs.

To further examine the influences of interface modification
(both coverage of ultrathin LT GaN layers and annealing) on
the surface compositions, especially for the indium and gallium
compositions, XPS spectra (after background subtraction and
intensity normalization to the Ga 2p3 peak) of the Ga 2p3 and

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for the band structures of the
InGaN/GaN SQW and indium-rich InGaN nanostructures.

In 3d photoelectron peaks for samples ‘A1’, ‘A2’, ‘B1’ and
‘B2’ were investigated and shown in figure 5. The Ga 2p3 peak
is located at around 1117.1 eV (Ga) whereas the In 3d5 peak is
at 444.8 eV. Slight variation of the peak position was observed
due to changes in the chemical environment. The percentage of
indium composition in the sum of indium and gallium can be
estimated by X In = IIn 3d5/FIn 3d5

(IIn 3d5/FIn 3d5+IGa 2p3/FGa 2p3)
, where I denotes

the integrated intensity of the XPS photoelectron peaks and F
the sensitivity factors (FGa 2p3 = 2.751 and FIn 3d5=4.53). As
a result we get XA1

In ≈ 15.8%, XB1
In ≈ 10.4%, XA2

In ≈ 3.0%
and XB2

In ≈ 4.2%, respectively. The surface indium content
of sample ‘B1’ (10.4%) is below than that of sample ‘A1’
(15.8%), indicating the partial coverage of the InGaN well
layers by the ultrathin LT GaN layers. After annealing, the
outermost surface indium content substantially decreased from
15.8% (10.4%) for ‘A1’ (‘B1’) to 3.0% (4.2%) for ‘A2’ (‘B2’),
indicating the loss of indium component at the outermost
surface and suggesting the formation of surface quantum wells
with top InGaN layers of less indium content as a top barrier.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. XPS spectra of samples ‘A1’, ‘A2’, ‘B1’ and ‘B2’: (a) the normalized Ga 2p3 photoelectron peak and (b) the In 3d photoelectron
peak.

Figure 6. The surface morphology of the InGaN/GaN SQWs on GaN templates with top barriers (a) grown at high temperature (827 ◦C)
without interface modification (sample ‘A3’); (b) grown at high temperature (827 ◦C) with interface modification (sample ‘B3’); and
(c) grown at low temperature (742 ◦C) without annealing of the InGaN epilayers prior to the growth of the LT GaN barriers (sample ‘C3’).

Interestingly, while the indium content of ‘B1’ (10.4%) is less
than that of ‘A1’ (15.8%), after the same annealing process,
the indium content of ‘B2’ (4.2%) becomes larger than that of
‘A2’ (3.0%). This suggested that the interface modification by
insertion of the ultrathin LT GaN layers between the InGaN
well layers and the HT GaN barriers may possess a good
protection property for reducing the loss of indium content of
InGaN well layers. This is also consistent with the previous PL
results, i.e. less blueshift of the QW emission peak for sample
‘B2’ compared with that of sample ‘A2’.

Figure 6 shows the surface morphology (2.0 μm ×
2.0 μm) of samples ‘A3’ and ‘B3’, i.e. the InGaN/GaN SQWs
with top GaN barriers on samples ‘A2’ and ‘B2’, respectively.
For the sample without interface modification (‘A3’), the
surface became quite rough after the subsequent growth of
GaN barriers (figure 6(a)). Many large and deep pits were
observed on the surface with an RMS roughness, average
pit size, depth and density of 4.7 nm, 170 nm, 20 nm and
7 × 108 cm−2, respectively. During the growth of the GaN

barriers, the continuous growth of the previously nucleated
embedded inclusions, indium-rich InGaN nanoislands and
large surface pits of sample ‘A2’ suppressed the recovery of
2D GaN growth at high temperature and accounted for the
more defective morphology. In comparison, with interface
modification, the surface was smooth with an RMS roughness
of as small as 0.9 nm (sample ‘B3’), indicating a fast recovery
of 2D GaN growth at high temperature due to the strain pre-
relief-induced suppression of phase separation. The average
pit size, depth and density is about 70 nm, 4.0 nm and 8 ×
108 cm−2, respectively. For further comparisons, sample ‘C3’
was prepared with GaN barriers grown at low temperature
(742 ◦C) and a lack of the annealing process of the InGaN
well layers. All the other growth conditions are the same as
that of sample ‘B3’. The RMS roughness, average pit size,
depth and density of sample ‘C3’ are about 1.6 nm, 80 nm,
4.5 nm and 2 × 109 cm−2, respectively. Apparently, as shown
in figure 6(c), the surface is featured as smaller and shallower
surface pits but with higher pit density in comparison with that
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Figure 7. (a) The surface morphology and (b) 300 K PL spectra of the interface modified InGaN/GaN MQWs (sample ‘B4’).

of sample ‘A3’. With interface modification for sample ‘B3’
the surface/interface quality is greatly improved with very good
smoothness and relatively low pit density; further, the surface
pits of sample ‘B3’ are smaller and shallower compared with
that of sample ‘A3’ indicating the improvement of the interface
abruptness. The improvement of the interface smoothness of
the InGaN/GaN SQWs is very important for the subsequent
growth of high-quality MQW structures and fabrication of
high-performance LEDs with good control of doping and layer
structures.

Following sample ‘B3’ with improvement of the
surface/interface qualities and enhancement of the optical
property, an InGaN/GaN MQW (sample ‘B4’) has also been
prepared with the same interface modification technique in
each successive InGaN/GaN SQW as that of sample ‘B3’. As
shown in figure 7(a), the sample surface is very smooth with an
RMS roughness of only 0.4 nm. The layer structure is evident,
indicating the enhanced 2D growth of the subsequent HT GaN
barrier. The surface pit size, depth and density is about 60 nm,
4.8 nm and 2 × 108 cm−2, respectively. The decrease in
pit density and elimination of the indium-rich nanostructures
suggest that the enhanced 2D barrier growth might suppress
the nucleation of the indium-rich clusters and further growth
of the inclusions and pits. As shown in figure 7(b), a very
strong MQW emission peak at ∼432 nm was observed whereas
the GaN BE emission becomes invisible. The disappearance
of the long-wavelength emission peak corresponding to the
indium-rich nanostructures suggests elimination of the indium-
rich nanostructures and enhancement of the normal MQW
emission. Further, the observation of Fabry–Perot interference
fringes indicates a smooth surface/interface being formed,
which is also consistent with the AFM results. As the MQWs
growth was significantly influenced by the bottom QW, growth
of high-quality SQWs becomes very important. As observed
by AFM and PL measurements, the MQWs which consist
of five periods of interface-modified SQWs possess good
surface/interface qualities and optical properties, indicating an
improvement of the SQW as well as MQWs by the interface
modification.

4. Conclusion

An interface modification technique was employed to improve
the properties of the InGaN/GaN QWs. By insertion of an
ultrathin LT GaN layer (about 5–8 Å) between the InGaN
wells and the HT GaN barriers followed by an annealing
process, the growth behavior of the InGaN/GaN QWs was
greatly influenced. An ultrathin LT GaN layer was employed to
avoid the generation of high-density defects. The subsequent
annealing process was employed for the reduction of newly
formed defects. The morphology changes of the InGaN/GaN
QWs at different growth stages with and without the interface
modification were studied in detail. We find that the
InGaN alloy phenomena such as indium aggregation and
phase separation, generally caused by annealing during the
subsequent growth of HT GaN barriers, were suppressed
due to the strain pre-relaxation by formation of nanoislands
on the InGaN wells during the coverage of the ultrathin
LT GaN layers prior to the temperature ramping. As
investigated by AFM, the surface/interface qualities were
significantly improved with better surface smoothness, and
smaller and shallower V-defects of lower density for the
samples with interface modification compared with that
without modification. Further, XPS was employed to
investigate the surface compositions of the bare and interface-
modified InGaN QWs before and after annealing, which
revealed the good protection property of the ultrathin LT GaN
layers as observed by PL measurements.
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